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QUESTION: 35 
Which statement is true about how NSX Manager functions with VMware vCloud 
Director 9.1? 

A. vCloud Director can use vCloud Networking and Security in place of NSX. 
B. vCloud Director does not require NSX Manager to deploy virtual networks using 
VXLAN technology. 
C. vCloud Director requires NSX Manager to deploy virtual networks and edge 
gateways. 
D. vCloud Director can deploy edge gateways without NSX Manager.  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 36 
A user is creating a three-tier application within a vApp in VMware vCloud Director. 
The application has three requirements: 
. Two web services, two application servers, and one database 
. Web server components load balanced for increased user experience and redundancy 
. Web servers validate SSL certificates 
Which Edge Load Balancer option should be selected while creating the Application 
Profile to meet the certificate validation requirements of the application? 

A. Validate Certificate Locally 
B. Persistence 
C. Cookie Name 
D. Enable SSL Passthrough  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 37 
Which setting is available to the organization administrator when configuring an 
organization in VMware vCloud Director? 



A. Catalog Publishing Policy 
B. Email/SMTP settings 
C. LDAP authentication sources 
D. RabbitMQ Message Bus  
 
 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION: 38 
Which two statements are true about network and time configuration requirements for 
VMware vCloud Director? (Choose two.) 
 
 
A. Each VMware vCloud Director server requires a single IP address and a single port. 
B. Each VMware vCloud Director server requires two different SSL endpoints. 
C. VMware vCloud Director requires a dedicated Active Directory server for 
communication. 
D. VMware vCloud Director host names do not need to resolve by DNS 
E. VMware vCloud Director cell servers in the same group must be configured in the 
same time zone. 
 
 
Answer: B, E 
 
 
QUESTION: 39 
A customer wants to deploy multiple versions of an application within their organization 
virtual data center for quality assurance testing. The customer has these requirements: 
. vApps deployed from the same vApp template from a shared catalog 
. Same MAC and IP address used for each vApp template deployment 
. VM in each App has access to some of the shared services external to the organization 
virtual data center Which process meets the customer requirements? 
 
 
A. Enable the Fenced vApp option during the creation of the vApp. 
B. Create an isolated organization network for each vApp. 
C. Enable the distributed firewall to separate the virtual machines between vApps. 
D. Create a new organization virtual data center and organization network for each 
deployment of the vApp. 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 40 
What is the maximum allowable drift between the clocks of components in a VMware 



vCloud Director installation? 
 
 
A. 2 seconds 
B. 1 minute 
C. 5 minute 
D. 10 seconds 
 
 
Answer: A 
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